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Name: Adams, Judith  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 03:59:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sinacore, Paul  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 03:59:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Temmins, Albert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lovett, Harold  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Williams, Jayna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Fasick, Marilynn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Brinkman, Margie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Benedict, Doug  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Carstens, Reidun  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:01:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hooper, Bill  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:02:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hessey, Rebecca  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:02:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Stratton, Jewels  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

This area was one of the first places I went to feel good when I moved to California. I was a caregiver for my brother before he 
died. I would go there to get a fresh perspective. Please preserve and protect this area.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Tokai, Hideka  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:02:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cabrera, Carlos  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:02:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Vanfleet, Dirk  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:03:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Jang, Bruce  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:04:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Landres, Renata  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Kleber, Craig  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:04:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Stampalia, Tom  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:04:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Oleary, Mary Rose  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:05:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Martinez, Anna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:05:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Dreizen, Jason  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. It is our 
duty to protect what wilderness is still left, and to step up and be leaders in the face of temptation. Congress in 1976 had the 
foresight to implement a time constraint on the commercial exploits, as well did the company have a distinct boundary of 
operation, they knew it was coming, and didn't prepare?!. 'Time to buck up, be mature, and to bow out gracefully.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Evans, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:06:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Beswick, Kate  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:08:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sokolow, Fred  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:09:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Alexander, Cheryl Ann  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:09:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Reilly, Stephen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:10:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Comstock, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:11:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bray, Angie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:12:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bray, Angie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:12:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sparling, Ronald  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:12:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Saavedra, Katharine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:14:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Caldwell, Diana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:14:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Talley, Joshua  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:14:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Ortiz, Frank  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:14:30 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Trimble, Cody  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:14:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Navez, Ren  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:16:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Boshears, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:16:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Kecman, Branislav  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:17:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33039 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Blincoe, Richard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:19:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33040 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Horns, Matt  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Driving through Pt Reyes it can seem a little boring and uneventful, but that's because we are humans. This area provides habitat 

for millions of native plants and animals that have been pushed out from other California coastal areas.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33041 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lehrer-Graiwer, Sarah  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:19:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33042 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Young, Jo Ellen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:19:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves 

to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge 
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress 
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at 
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33043 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Calvisi, Ron  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:19:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33044 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Berman, Joe  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:21:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33045 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Abramova, Inna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:21:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33046 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Glanzer, Angela  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:22:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33047 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Parelman, Allison  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:22:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33048 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Roth, Charles  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

What was wrong to do in the first place, even though it may not have been evident at the time it was established, is STILL 
WRONG. So help those who established this "farm," and respect nature and the environment by correcting the problem.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33049 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Salner, George  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:23:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33050 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Windrum, Ken  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:24:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33051 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Delgadillo, Arthur  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:24:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33052 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Shore, Brad  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:24:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33053 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kast, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:24:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33054 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Fowley, Douglas  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:25:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33055 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Veradonir, Rio  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:27:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33056 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brueggemann, Anne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:27:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33057 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Johnson, Stephen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:28:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Warner, Charles  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:28:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Shmagin, Jon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:28:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Finnigan, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:29:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mynster, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:30:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Marshall, Jack  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:30:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Molinari, Diana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:30:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Carrington, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:30:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Juarez, Dorothy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:32:23 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: metzgar, mike  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to allow the Drakes Estero oyster farm to remain. The Lunny family is a good steward of the Estero and the business 

they run allows for a renewal of the surrounding waters. Oyster are natures was of filtering the water and making it more natural
as God intended.  

I urge you to stop the systematic removal of Americans from our NPS controlled/managed properties. Cape Hatteras National 
Seashore Recreational area is another example of NPS providing suspect 'science' in the attempt to spoof the American people 
into believing we are unable to coexist with nature without harming the natural ebb and flow.  

Removing and killing one species to protect others has proven time and again to upset nature more than allowing it to take its 
natural course.  

I do not urge you to select alternative A as suggested below as this is a protest against the removal of the Lunny Oyster Farm 
from Drakes Estero.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Lasker, Larry  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:33:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 



commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Kerhulas, Theodore  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:33:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. These 
places belong to us all and it is our mission to protect the future.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lettner, Gabor  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:33:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Marshall, Mary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Szabo, Joseph  



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:35:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Tristan, Racquel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:35:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hawley, Joy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:37:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Leeper, Greg  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:38:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Stevens, Denise  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:38:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33076 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Harrower, Laura  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:38:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33077 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gibson, Bunny  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:39:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33078 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cook, Shaela  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:40:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33079 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hernandez, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:41:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33080 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Petrone, Georgette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:41:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33081 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Shearer, Milo  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:42:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33082 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hoyt, Christopher  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:43:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33083 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Raysses, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:43:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33084 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brooks, Peter  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:45:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33085 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Reneau, Roxanne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:45:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33086 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lenier, Doug  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:49:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33087 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Badawy, Nabila  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:49:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33088 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Siegert, Matthias  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:49:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33089 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Sanders, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:51:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33090 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Banks, Charles  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:51:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33091 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Eisner, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:52:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I visit this area and love its rustic and natural state. It would be a shame to loose this national treasure.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33092 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brown, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:53:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33093 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Collas, Judith  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:56:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33094 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kelly, Ph.D., Bev  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:57:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33095 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Chesbro, Eve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:58:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I deeply hope that Drakes Estero will be there for my daughter to enjoy its great beauty for her lifetime amd beyond;  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33096 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brown, barbara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:59:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33097 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Sultan, Sonya  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

The time is now to protect wild places like Drakes Estero before it is too late- there will be no second chance. Our children and 
grandchildren will thank you.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33098 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bullard, Cecelia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 04:59:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33099 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Senner, Cassie  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:02:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33100 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Karlsson, Kent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:19:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33101 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Pfaff, Alyssa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:19:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33102 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Keeney, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:19:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33103 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: martinez, john  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:49:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33104 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Marchant, R  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

You must remember that, once destroyed, these places can never return to their truly natural state, whatever man may try in 
future, so you must carefully consider this before damaging the natural balance of such locations. Please choose to protect this 
beautiful location.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33105 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Duncan, Erin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:49:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33106 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Concone, Ema  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 05:49:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33107 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Alley, Julie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33108 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Muzzarelli, Eileene  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33109 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Jude, Ana & George  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33110 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Coleman, Heather  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33111 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Campbell, Sylvia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33112 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Connolly, Anna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33113 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Sherrard, Susan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lewis, O  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:19:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Helm, Carolyn A 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:25:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I have visited Drakes Bay Oyster Company twice in the last 14 months and am impressed by their hard work and as a provider 

of jobs for the local community. They have a right to continue operating their business without the interference of the National 
Park Service. I support a renewable special use permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company!  

 
Correspondence ID: 33116 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lamond, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:49:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33117 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Emery, Jill  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:49:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bartholomew, Paul  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:49:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33119 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mcgregor, Chris  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:49:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33120 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cisco, Nick  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:49:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 
PLEASE DO NOT FUCK UP THE PLANET ANY MORE THAN YOU ALREADY HAVE YOU SHORT SIDED SHIT 
EATERS  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33121 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Dollard, Bernadette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 06:49:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33122 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kent, Steve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:19:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33123 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Metcalf, Brian  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:19:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33124 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Wheeler, Pearl  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:19:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33125 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gowern, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:19:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33126 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Petlock, Kyle  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:20:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to fully protect Drakes Estero wilderness beginning next year as long-intended. 

The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy, and to 
preserve vital ecosystems. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and 
fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's 
spectacular national parks, and realizes the crucial role of these ecosystems, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes 
Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33127 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Farmer, veronica  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:32:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Wagner, Steve  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:33:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33129 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bouldin, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Burton, U C  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33131 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: gerard, elsa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Tuell, Cynthia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33133 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Burk, Joyce  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33134 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Clarke, Cher  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33135 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Toll, Chris  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33136 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: kim, heung  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:49:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33137 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gibson Corcoran, Leah  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Please 
keep our wildlands wild and natural for our future generations. We all need wild places to refresh and re-connect to nature.The 
various species who are already suffering for places to live and breed need the Drakes Estero wilderness to surive.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33138 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Smith, Nathan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 



commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33139 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Narkevicius, Ariel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33140 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Logan, Ione  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33141 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cowin, Caryn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33142 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Holgate, Jeff  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33143 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Parker, Trevor  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33144 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Triarsi, Phyllis  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33145 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Marsh, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33146 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Stokes, Marsha  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33147 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Andersson, Ben Oscar  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33148 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Fisher, Wayne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:49 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33149 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hoppe, Paula  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 07:50:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33150 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bechtel, Paul  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33151 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mata, Estefany  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Henry, Lydia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Casati, Cheryl  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Tenpas, Nicole  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hill, K  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mclaughlin, Diane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:19:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cusimano, Joel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hogan, Amy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Kerr, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. It deserves the 
highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge 
you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special 
places.  

It takes constant vigilance to protect but only one quick decision to destroy.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Weissberg, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:20:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Waggoner, Gene & Sharon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

This area must be protected and maintained in it's natural state. We must remain ever so vigilant and not let the area be 
destroyed by allowing commercial companies in the area. To much of the Pacific Coast has been destroyed all ready. We must 
preserve the remaining areas, before they too are destroyed.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sanders, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:20:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Banat, Ghida  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:20:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33164 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Houston, Donna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:20:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: falk, charles  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:33:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Peterson, John  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:33:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 



Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33167 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Martin, Paul  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Leventhal, Nancy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33169 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Goldeen, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Its time for the oyster farming operation to shut down as stated in the original agreement.  



Sincerely, Michael Goldeen 1009 Goldenrose St. San Pedro, CA 90731  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Miller, Janet  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33171 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Tidwell, Amber  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33172 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Molinari, Victoria  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33173 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Huntley, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33174 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bauer, Kim  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33175 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Wolfgang, Aurora  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33176 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hutchinson, Judi  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33177 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Campbell, Dean  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: It is time to step up and say, "NO!!!" To the Big Money/Let's Make a Profit Crowd. I am writing to urge the National Park 

Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's 
only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds 
stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As 
someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33178 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Stinson, Connie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33179 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hou, Aidi (andy)  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:49:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33180 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hauser, Grace  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Thank you for your consideration. And my children thank you too. - Grace  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33181 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Panos, Penny  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33182 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bennett, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33183 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hovy, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33184 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Riddle, Ron  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Don't sell out to the big money. We can find a way to protect the very special place without selling off this area so only the 
wealthy can enjoy  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33185 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Coleman, Tracy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33186 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Alexander, Dave  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33187 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rosin, Steve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33188 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mendoza, Emmanuel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33189 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Nguyen, Binh  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33190 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Garcia, Nancy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33191 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Martinez, Maria  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 08:50:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33192 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kemenesi, Rick  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33193 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: LaBerge, Jason  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33194 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gallinger, Rob  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33195 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Orth, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33196 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Jhaveri, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33197 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Cohn, Rae  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33198 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bentley, Tim  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33199 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Schaefer, Kurt  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33200 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Courtney, Southern  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:19:59 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33201 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Vogel, Linda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33202 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gonzales, Corinne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33203 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cunningham, Timothy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33204 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: de La Giroday, Francois  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33205 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Newstadt, Ingrid  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33206 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ziegler, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33207 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bullock, Shannon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33208 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bharadwaj, Radha  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33209 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gordon, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33210 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Olafson, Kristen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33211 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Howe, Laura  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33212 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gritsch, Maria  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33213 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Walden, Deborah  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33214 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Chitlik, Paul  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33215 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mcgrath, Lynne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

So many State Parks in California have been closed, and others have been fighting off freeways being built through them and 
the like. Please preserve Drakes Estero from further commercialization, and adhere to the 2012 closure of the oyster business 
there, as planned.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33216 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Carreon, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:20:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33217 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Niles, Jesse  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:21:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33218 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Nash, Elizabeth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please protect this estero from continued commercial use. My family visits the area yearly and loves the protected land and 

water. I teach environmental science at Long Beach City College in California and regularly use Pt. Reyes as a reference for all 
sorts of discussions. The Park Service knows the value of this area to a healthy ecosystem.  

I urge you to hold to the agreement as originally signed. The oyster farmer knew the terms of his contract when he signed his 
contract. Hold him to it. His political ties to prominent politicians should not give him any advantage.  

Preserve this area. There is only one Pt. Reyes.  

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33219 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Jones Moore, Grace  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:21:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33220 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Abbott, Melita  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. I used to 
live in San Francisco and Santa Rosa and have visited this area. You should keep this area beautiful. A beautiful environment 
enriches people spiritually and emotionally.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33221 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mayeda, Karyl  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:21:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33222 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Trauger, Adam  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:21:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33223 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brutsche, Albert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:21:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33224 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lair, Catherine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:21:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33225 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hollingsworth, Suzanne  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:33:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33226 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Wyatt, Aimee  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33227 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Stern Lazarus, Stephanie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect the undeveloped coastline of Drakes Estero wilderness next year as 

long-intended.  

Californians demand (and the American public deserves) to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future 
generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero desrves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended! It is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating 



birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn.  

This is America's natural resource, part of our heritage, and the beauty of our country.  

As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33228 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Felmar, Brooke  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33229 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Loudenback, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for the future. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge 
where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress 
long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at 
Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33230 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Delph, Barbara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33231 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Peterson, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33232 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Peterson, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33233 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Barker, Mary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:49:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33234 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: svendsen, julie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33235 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Shuman, Laurence  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33236 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Sevilla, Olga  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33237 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Michnovetz, Matt  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33238 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mcbride, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33239 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Vered, Dorrit  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33240 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Singer, Hal  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33241 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bergsma, Debi  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33242 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Fromkin, Jack  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33243 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rohr, Philip  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33244 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: MacInnis, Melinda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33245 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Weaver, Laird  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Spangler, Julieann  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33247 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Anskin, Lucinda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33248 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Peterson, Hillary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33249 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Elliott, Marion  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33250 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Maguire, Phyllisann  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33251 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Baird, Larry  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year.  

The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the 
highest level of protection as Congress long-intended.  

As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and 
succumb to special interests that seek to commercialize and endanger these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33252 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bates, Abigail  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:50:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33253 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hough, Richard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:51:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33254 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Harris, Avrum  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 09:51:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33255 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Wimberly, Chad A 
Outside Organization: Center for Biological Diversity Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:03:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33256 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lawrence, Jeannie  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:03:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33257 Project: 33043 Document: 43390 

 

Name: Kamin, Alicia  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:05:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33258 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Phelps, Philip E 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:07:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33259 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Seman, Ken  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:19:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33260 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Fortich, Castelar  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:19:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33261 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ek, Edwin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:19:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33262 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gonnoud, Kathy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:19:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33263 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Alvarez, Oscar  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33264 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Suthers, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33265 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Besancon, Maureen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33266 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Williamson, Janet  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33267 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ray, Chris  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: @@ I support this petition! @@  

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33268 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: asquith, albana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33269 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Weicher, Jeff  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33270 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Perry, Kevin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33271 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Badger, Kent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33272 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kastner, Lynne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33273 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Zimmerman, Helene  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33274 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Witt, Jack  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33275 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cairns, Maureen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33276 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Schulz, Molly  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33277 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Walker, Craig  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33278 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Feist, Robert & Donna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33279 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Chaney, Vincent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33280 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mattes, Dale  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33281 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mahan, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33282 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Banever, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:20:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33283 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Spillman, Cynthia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33284 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: bravo, olympia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sell, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Nichols, Ralph  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I want to add an important point. It is virtually impossible to reclaim wilderness once it is developed. If we allow even small 
inroads into our last remaining wilderness, which is a tiny fraction of what it once was, it will incrementally be reduced to 
nothing. Without wilderness, the American Spirit will die. Wilderness inspires our young scientists, engineers, and 
entrepreneurs to pioneer new developments. Check out who are the people who most love wilderness -- you will find the young 
talent who will shape America's future. We must preserve each and every acre of wilderness now and forever to keep America 
strong and preserve the legacy of America The Beautiful for future generations.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Humphrey, Jim  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Powell, Regina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Slawson, Dana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Templeman, Paul  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Perkins, Katherine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:21:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hass, Robert L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:26:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I want to join those who favor preserving the Wilderness designation for Drake's Estero. I live nearby, I have been visiting it 

since childhood (I am 70), and in the courses in the language of environmental arguments that I teach at the University of 
California at Berkeley, I and my students--who have read Thoreau and Leopold and Cronon and Snyder--have followed this 
very contentious debate with interests. It would not be an ecological disaster were Kevin Lunny's much expanded oyster farming 
operation be allowed to continue, but it is a better idea to do what the law and the planning for the future of the National 
Seashore envisioned and let the estero be a permanent place where we conserve the treasure of an intact natural ecosystem on 
the Northern California coast. The oldest and deepest argument for this is Leopold's, to which climate change has given 
additional force. As the changes to coastlines that rising temperatures is going to bring, we need models of healthy and intact 
natural systems so that we have a measure of what health is against which to assess how we manage the much larger areas that 
human activity has altered. Leopold's famous formulation: "The first law of tinkering is to save all the parts." Another powerful 
argument is precedent. When you start overturning wilderness designations, when do you stop. Another argument, allied to 
these, is the prodential principle. When in doubt, don't. And another is that every important naturalist and wildlife biologist in 
the region, as far as I know, the people who know the estero and the greater Point Reyes ecosystem intimately, opposes the 
oyster farm's expansion and continuance. I understand the local affection for our organic agriculture, for local farming, people 
who love Point Reyes oysters and the tourist income it brings to our community, and there are plenty of wonderful oyster 
operations on Tomales Bay and there could be more. So we aren't losing anything by gaining an estero that the instaiablity of 
human interventions has left alone. I also understand the need for jobs and, more subtly and deeply, the need for an economy 
based on wise use of the land and the shores not just passive enjoyment of it. And those jobs can be had at oyster operations on 
the east side of Tomales with the infusion of a little capital. Finally I want to say that the narrow arguments to which Dr. Corey 
Goodman and other have reduced this issue have been very painful to observe--and the ill temper of it eye-opening for the 
Berkeley students who have been watching the name-calling and the puzzling variety of scientific claims and countger-claims 
with some amazement. They had hoped that the disinterested and clear eye of good scientific work would be a place to stand, 
and that has turned out to be only partly true. By focussing on the single issue of seal-pupping, which devolved into arguments 
over what tide tables were in use at the times in question and when a bit of exposed sand constitutes a sandbar and whether 
wildlife ecologists have sufficient data to say exactly what depth of water is optimum for seal breeding, the propenents of the 
oyster farming operation have managed not to address all the other issues for which there is even less clear data. I have been 
going to Drake's Estero every fall for twnbety years to look for black brant down from Alaska and passing through. I haven't 
seen them since the oyster farm was expanded. This is anecdote, not evidence. But that is the reason for wilderness designations, 
because we can't absolutely measure the effect we have on the world, humans need to leave a few places alone. That's good 
science, good policy, good for the ocean, good for the tens of thousands of migrating birds who work the Pacific coast every 
season.  
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Name: Beres, Danielle  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:33:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Thomsen, Brett  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cardoza, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sangster, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Allingham, Jane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mohan, Lisa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am urging the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American public 

deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare 
wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cagnetta, Michele  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sutton, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Shaw, Geoffrey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:49:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33302 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Burg, Donald  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33303 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Krolikowski, Helena  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33304 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bogart, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33305 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hurley, Maureen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33306 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bogart, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33307 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Guise, Elizabeth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33308 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Carella, Dina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33309 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bowles, Louise  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33310 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Smith, Jeff  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33311 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Canjura, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33312 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Achecar, Giselle  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33313 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Yamashita, Fujiko  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33314 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: O'Bryan, Rick  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33315 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Riffer, Kenneth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33316 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Nielsen-Mackley, Lena  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33317 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Diehl, Digby  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33318 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: evans, holly  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33319 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brisky, Chad  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:50:50 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33320 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Handley, Vance  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33321 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Tabachnick, Kenneth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33322 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Zetzer, Joel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33323 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Brothers-Dancel, Vern  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33324 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Jacques, Ana Cristina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33325 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Donovan, Patrick M.  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33326 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ong, Ming  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33327 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Campbell, Amy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I would leave this beautiful place alone. The only thing that would come out of building this place up would be a mess from 
people! You need to leave space for wildlife.....they are on this planet too and its hard enough that we take ALL there land for 
our own use.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33328 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hill, Frank  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33329 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Purdy, Stanley  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 10:51:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33330 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Schiess, Joan  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:03:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33331 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Palludon, Deborah  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:03:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  



I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33332 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Head, Jim  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:11:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33333 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:16:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33334 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: MULLIGAN, OLIVIA  
Outside Organization: National Wildlife Federation Action Fund Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:17:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is the ecological heart of Point Reyes National Seashore and a treasure that belongs to all Americans. In 1976, 

Congress promised that the Estero would receive full wilderness protection when the current lease for commercial oyster 



operations expires in 2012. I urge the Park Service to honor the wilderness promise and protect Drakes Estero for future 
generations.  

Drakes Estero is home to 20 percent of the mainland breeding population of harbor seals in California and is used by tens of 
thousands of shorebirds and waterfowl and dozens of species of native fish. Your draft environmental impact statement makes 
clear that the existing commercial oyster operation is causing extensive damage to Drakes Estero and the Seashore's beaches, 
and that allowing these operations to continue would cause even more long-term harm.  

Your environmental review also shows that alternative "A"--no new permit for commercial oyster operations and protection of 
the Estero as full wilderness--is the environmentally preferred alternative and the one that best protects harbor seals, birds, fish 
and other natural resources.  

I urge you to return Drakes Estero to all Americans by selecting alternative "A" and ensuring full wilderness protection for 
Drakes Estero in 2012. It is time to protect Drakes Estero as Congress intended and to create the West Coast's only marine 
wilderness for the benefit of people and wildlife.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33335 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ashley, Hope  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33336 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ammirati, Gary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33337 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: De Stefano, Vincent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33338 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Corwin, Catherine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33339 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Black, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33340 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Johnson, Sid  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33341 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Thompson, Gary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33342 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Daniels, Jane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33343 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Russell, Patricia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33344 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Reed, Donna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:19:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33345 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Galloway, Craig  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33346 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Walsh, Tom  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33347 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Riggs, Brent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33348 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Harpe, Barbara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33349 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Barber, Amie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33350 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rocha, Candace  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33351 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Farr, Leonard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33352 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bailey, Cowen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33353 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Freeman, Doreen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33354 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Dorame, Joe  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33355 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ekner, Maret  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33356 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Havert, Lawrence  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33357 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kohler, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33358 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Vankanegan, Steve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Nasker, Steve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hazelton, Bob  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mack, Bobbette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hurley, Diane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:28 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: VanKanegan, Janet  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Farina, Gail  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: maza, tasunka  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Wood, Susan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Batzke, Marina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. A few years ago, 

I went camping in this beautiful area and enjoyed the hikes through scenic beauty. The American public deserves to have the 
West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where 
migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-
intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes 
Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: wilson, michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33369 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gueorguieva, Iva  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:20:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33370 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Curl, Tim  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:21:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Holmes, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:21:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bonnett, Andrea  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:21:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Ramey, Keegan W 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:26:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Faisal, Marite  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:38:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 



implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Robbins, Jeff  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:49:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33376 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Yim, Diane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33377 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Evans, Jane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33378 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bowen, Marcy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33379 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ewaskey, April & Dan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33380 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Archibald, Jeff  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33381 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Witucki, Ed & Gloria  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33382 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hess, Nathan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33383 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Horne, elissa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33384 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Sweel, Greg  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33385 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Yeager, Hailey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33386 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Terry, Marcia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33387 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Holland, Brett  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33388 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mercadante, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33389 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Edgerton, Jay  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33390 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lemke, Connie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33391 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Morgan, Douglas  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33392 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Torrisi, Sharon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33393 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Conroy, Shirley  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33394 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Horsburgh, Suzanne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33395 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Wilkinson, R  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. 
Californians are watching to see if congress honors our wishes and votes. I am a grandmother and a teacher. I look to the future 
for our children. You certainly should. Sincerely, R Wilkinson  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33396 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Buchbinder, Harvey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 11:50:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33397 Project: 33043 Document: 43390 

 

Name: Luparello, Rocio  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:01:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park Service 

and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects this 
important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33398 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bein, William A.  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:19:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33399 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ayala, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:19:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33400 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Labella, Cynthia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:19:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33401 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Castro, Anita  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:19:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33402 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Weinstock, Patricia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:19:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33403 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Patti, Vincent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:19:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33404 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Simpson, Agda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33405 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Toback, Norm  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33406 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Strange, Marisa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33407 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: arnaoudova, anna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33408 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kleber, Tracey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:15 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33409 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Woods, Diana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33410 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hess, Mary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as it was proposed long ago. We, 

the people, deserve to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. It is the 
populace whose voices need to be recognized by you. We have only one Earth.  

Please help us to preserve what we have as so much natural beauty is slowly slipping away as we speak.  

Mary T. Hess 2700 Le Conte Ave #403 Berkeley, CA 94709  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33411 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Fukuda-Schmid, Kristina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33412 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Worthley, Kristin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33413 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Sanders, Dirk  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33414 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Godinez, Art  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:43 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Salazar, Alicia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Havenhill, Kay  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Allen, Warren  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Rodriguez, Edna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: O'Neal, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Buccieri, Kris  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lindahl, Kay  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Yousef, Debbie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:20:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Wilson, Thomas A 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:21:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I have been a resident of a family home in Inverness since 1980. I have hiked extensively throughout the park and feel that I 

understand the topography and environment of the area. I have also spent considerable time on the waters of Tomales Bay. I 
have purchased countless dozens of oysters from DBOC as well as from other growers on Tomales Bay. Because of my 
familiarity with this area I believe my opinion should be considered. I have read the draft EIS and kept up with all of the 
information concerning the situation with DBOC . I support none of the alternatives presented as they all force closure of the 
oyster company in 2022. There should have been an alternate E which allows the oyster company to remain in business as long 
as it is a good steward of Drakes Estero. ? There is no evidence that DBOC has harmed water quality in the estero. ? There is no 
evidence that DBOC has harmed seal life or decreased eel grass growth. ? DBOC provides a "Green" and vital food source. ? 



DBOC provides employment for a large number of people in this time of vast unemployment. It seems silly to think that 
removal of the Drakes Bay Oyster Company will create a new wilderness area as it is currently surrounded by highways, trails, 
and cattle ranches which are an integral part of the National Seashore. I would hope that the NPS would be good stewards of the 
park land that they manage. For some reason you have been on a witch hunt to destroy DBOC. You have manufactured data, 
and lied about its acquisition. I am absolutely amazed at your gall in pretending that this faulty information supports your path 
forward to eliminate DBOC. For some reason the NPS has made it their goal to offend the citizens of West Marin. In conclusion
I reject all four of your alternatives as unwarranted. I hope you will come to your senses and for once make the correct decision 
and allow DBOC to remain as a vital business into the future.  
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Name: Przemielewski, Thomas A 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:33:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: why would you close a business when is state needs jobs! I support a Renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster 

Campany.  
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Name: Villarreal, Arturo  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:37:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Good, Mary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:50:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Fuhrman, Jed  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:50:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Murphy, Heidi  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:50:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Alvarez, Angela  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Topping, Jeff  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Richardson, Shane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Partlow, Richard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Villalba, Amanda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Frumento, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: alvarado, robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Moate, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Chapman, Terri  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 12:51:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: HEAD, JIM  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:03:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Cabezud, Carlos F 
Outside Organization: Center for Biological Diversity Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:08:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: To whom it may concern:  

I am writing to let you know that I support the wilderness designation for Drake Estero within the Point Reyes National 
Seashore.  

Please select alternative A in the EIS in order to secure this important ecological area for future generations.  



Sincerely,  

Carlos F. Cabezud  
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Name: Tsihlis, Nick D 
Outside Organization: Center for Biological Diversity Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:08:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Klotz, Suzette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:19:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Pacitti, Dena  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:19:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Marshall, Belinda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Humann, Brenna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Petzak, Jamaka  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn; it is their home, and must be kept 
inviolate in perpetuity. It deserves the highest level of protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our 
nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests 
seeking to commercialize these special places which, once lost, can never be recovered and which generate considerable tourist 
revenues in their present state but which would not continue doing so if destroyed.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Johnson, Joyce  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mora, Kathy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Neste, Lisa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: White, Kathleen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Freeman, Gary & Marie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bein, Ann  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Schreck, Stephen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Dawson, Ron  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Arquilla, Vance  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:20:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Marx, Christina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Marsh, Judy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sendrey, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to stand by its committment to protect the Drakes Estero wilderness area next 

year.  

Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth and fish spawn. It deserves the 
highest level of protection as Congress has long-intended. The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine 
wilderness well protected for future generations to enjoy.  

As someone who regularly visits our nation's spectacular national parks and has conducted outdoor education programs along 
the Pt. Reyes National Seashore, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests 
seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 



commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Schlosky, Daniel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gong, Sharon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Warner, Rob  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Dozier, Marianne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Black, K  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:21:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gray, Rain  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:22:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Serrano, Asanet  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,22,2011 13:33:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Jannenga, Samantha  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:37:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife on the East Coast, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness for 
people from around the country to appreciate.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Z. Glatman, Themis  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:50:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Chirpin, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:50:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Frank, Lee  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:50:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Ryan, Therese  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:50:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Conn, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,22,2011 13:50:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Garber, Lisa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Holmes, Jacque J  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Pettis, Carolyn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Atos, Geraldine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Wermuth, Teri  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Rance, India  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Horn, Stephen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Murray, valerie  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I believe it is a good idea to keep the oyster farm in operation. It provides healthy local food and does not seem to be causing 

environmental degradation. I believe that national parks should not be compromised by commercialism but removing the oyster 
farm while leaving the dairy farms free to operate is inconsistent. I think there should be restrictions on enlarging the operation 
so that large factories will not be built, but I think the current situation is of benefit for all consumers, employees and the park 
itself. I have visited the park twice in the last several years, once with my grandchildren. It is always good for children to see 
where their food comes from. Thank you, Valerie Murray  
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Name: Brandt, Kathryn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:51:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Pineda, Jacqueline  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:52:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sullivan, Michelle  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:52:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: McRight, Blue  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:52:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Stare, Mary Ann  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:52:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Graham, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:52:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hedemark, Charm  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:53:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Perry, Ralph  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:53:14 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Warwick, Scott  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 13:53:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mondejar, David  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:03:20 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Grant, David  



Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:03:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:05:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Diaz, Barbara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:20:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Clark, Gail  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:20:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33493 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Garcia, Erin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:20:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33494 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gish, W  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:20:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33495 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Balderama, Disa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:21:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33496 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cox, Mark  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:21:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33497 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gallant, Grace  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:21:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33498 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Parsons, Gayle  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:21:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33499 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Goff, Frances  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:21:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33500 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hatcher, Karen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:21:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33501 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Baltin, Brian  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:22:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33502 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Denison, Lou Anna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:22:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33503 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hoyer, Bill  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:22:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I am an avid hiker and find more trails being encroached by special interests. We need to protect the little remaining wild life 
areas.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 



Correspondence ID: 33504 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   
 

Name: Hansen, Paul  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:33:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33505 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Fischer, Quentin  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:37:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33506 Project: 33043 Document: 43390 

 

Name: MacLean, David B 
Outside Organization: Wilderness Society Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:40:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear National Park Service:  

I strongly support a wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 
Service and the department of Interior to implement Alternative A in the EIS which protects the local marine environment.  

Drake Eestero is an important stop on the West Coast flyway for migrating birds, refuge and birthing ground for seals, and a fish
nursery. I beleive that Congress and the people intended this area to be included in the wilderness.  

I beleive that oyster hearvesting is not compatible with wilderness and the exsiting least must not be renewed after its expiry in 
2012. Oyster farms can be established elsewherre  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast and is irreplaceable.  

I urge that Drakes Estero be designated as wilderness per Alternative A.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33507 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Murray, Scott  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:50:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33508 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Dreeszen, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:50:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33509 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cossins, Sue  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:50:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33510 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 



Name: Counseller, Erik And Allison  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33511 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Roberts, Terri  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Zielinski, Jon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bost, Walter  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:28 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Wedeen, Nancy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please help to protect our fragile wilderness areas. We have enough commercial resort areas.  

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Thank you for considering Alternative "A" Protect our environment.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bailey, Bridget  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Harris, James B.  



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Roleder, George  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:51:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Ruzicka, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:52:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Urrutia, Steven  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 14:52:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lloyd, Don  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:03:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Keck, Carol  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:03:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 



back.  
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Name: Gafney, Patricia  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:08:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Bailey, Bridget  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:08:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Muenter, Andrea  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:11:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support ALTERNATIVE A, which allows the oyster company operating permit to expire and finally establishes wilderness at 

Point Reyes National Seashore, as Congress legislated thirty-five years ago  
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Name: Whitaker, Lisa  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:18:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The Draft EIS suggests that kayak tours could provide local jobs to replace those lost by the closure of DBOC. Kayaks, not the 

boats or staff of DBOC, disturbed harbor seals in Drake's Estero, according to analysis of photographs taken by the NPS from 
2007 to 2010. Why would the NPS suggest expanding an activity that NPS has documented having a negative impact on 
wildlife to replace the benign activities of DBOC? As a resident of Marin and a frequent user of the Seashore, I support a 
renewable SUP for DBOC. The Seashore is not wilderness, and the DBOC is a cultural resource for visitors and local residents. 
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Name: Ginsburg, Stephen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:20:01 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mazzotta, Antony  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:20:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gil, Seiky  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:20:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sitnick, Joan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:20:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Olson, Andrew  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:20:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hays, Sarah  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:21:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hynd, J  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:21:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Williams, Sandy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:21:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33534 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Williams, Nai'A  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:22:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Melendez, Eric  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:22:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Patten, Elizabeth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:22:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33537 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Christensen, Eric  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:33:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Christensen, Eric  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:33:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 



and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Williams, Ellyn  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:33:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Barry, Marion  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:38:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Austin, Deborah  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,22,2011 15:50:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Harpe, Jaynee  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:50:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Smith, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:50:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33544 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Spaccarotelli, Robert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:50:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Garcia, Armando A.  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:51:20 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Livesey-Fassel, Elaine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:51:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Treadgold, Jonathan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:52:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hays, Chris  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 15:52:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Grenier, Michelle  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:08:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Bernal, Judy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:20:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33551 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Cowan, Diana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:20:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33552 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Leacock, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:20:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33553 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bailey, Dorothy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Thank 
you.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33554 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Yeager, Will  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33555 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hunter, Jacki  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:21:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33556 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: foster, joyce  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:21:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33557 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rogers, Terri  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:21:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33558 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Thomason, Anita  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:21:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33559 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gibson, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:21:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33560 Project: 33043 Document: 43390 

 

Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:21:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I would hate to think that we could lose this beautiful, long time family owned and loved oyster farm. The Lunny family has put 

their heart and soul into this business for many a life time, protecting and giving back to the enviroment, and giving back to the 
human population, creating jobs and a wonderful community to live in and enjoy  

 
Correspondence ID: 33561 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kalfus, Frances  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33562 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Chase, Felicia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33563 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Crown, Alvin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33564 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Danesh, Nicole  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33565 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mclaughlin, Joe  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33566 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Osborne, Cristen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33567 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Pere, Alexander  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:50:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33568 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Oliver, Jerry  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:51:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33569 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ramos, Loretta  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:51:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33570 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Van Erp, Marco  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:51:20 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33571 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Thatcher, Meschelle  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:51:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33572 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Van Steenbergen, Bernice  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. Please 
let this coast go back to what it was,and should be.a place with nothing but a wildlife refuge,and the protection it should enjoy. 
Sincerely,Bernice van Steenbergen  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 



as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33573 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Kamper, B  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 16:51:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33574 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Barns, Suzanne  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:08:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33575 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Josephs, Bill  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:20:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33576 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lewis, Donna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:20:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33577 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Tryon, Laura  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33578 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Antekier, James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:20:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33579 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Lang, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:21:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33580 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Farkas, Nolan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:21:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33581 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ripley, John & Donna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:21:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33582 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Raskin, Dorri & Florence  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:21:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33583 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Standard, Elizabeth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:21:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33584 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Wagner, George  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:33:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  



We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33585 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: DeGraff, Pete  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:33:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33586 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Coombs, Whitney  
Outside Organization: National Wildlife Federation Action Fund Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:48:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is the ecological heart of Point Reyes National Seashore and a treasure that belongs to all Americans. In 1976, 

Congress promised that the Estero would receive full wilderness protection when the current lease for commercial oyster 
operations expires in 2012. I urge the Park Service to honor the wilderness promise and protect Drakes Estero for future 
generations.  

Drakes Estero is home to 20 percent of the mainland breeding population of harbor seals in California and is used by tens of 
thousands of shorebirds and waterfowl and dozens of species of native fish. Your draft environmental impact statement makes 
clear that the existing commercial oyster operation is causing extensive damage to Drakes Estero and the Seashore's beaches, 
and that allowing these operations to continue would cause even more long-term harm.  

Your environmental review also shows that alternative "A"--no new permit for commercial oyster operations and protection of 
the Estero as full wilderness--is the environmentally preferred alternative and the one that best protects harbor seals, birds, fish 
and other natural resources.  

I urge you to return Drakes Estero to all Americans by selecting alternative "A" and ensuring full wilderness protection for 
Drakes Estero in 2012. It is time to protect Drakes Estero as Congress intended and to create the West Coast's only marine 
wilderness for the benefit of people and wildlife.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33587 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Farber, Rick  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:50:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33588 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: biers, reva  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:50:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lubin, Cynthia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:50:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33590 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Hupp, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33591 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Liu, Sandy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33592 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Byerly, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33593 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Landon, Jessica  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33594 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ausman, Candi  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33595 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ramos, Sigrid  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Select Alternative A. Oysters can be grown anywhere, but Drake's Estero is our ONLY marine wilderness on the West Coast. 
The NPS can set a positive policy example by protecting wilderness rather than exploiting--and destroying--it. Drake's Estero 
should not be commercially exploited for oyster farming because of their connections to a state senator. PLEASE do not set a 
negative example for others to seek special exemptions from national park laws. Shame on the senator!  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33596 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Meyers, Franklin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I heve enjoyed Point Reyes trips and want it to be quiet wilderness for my descendents to enjoy. Estuaries are very important.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33597 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rutter, Ginna  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

At one time I lived in Marin County. When things were difficult, I would drive to this area where I could recoup wandering 
around and taking in the beauty.  

As mentioned above, it is truly important for migrating birds. The stopping places for them continue to diminish. Please support 
keeping this a wild place.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33598 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Padelford, Grace  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:51:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33599 Project: 33043 Document: 43390 

 

Name: Gawley, Anki  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:57:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a RENEWABLE Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company. 

 
Correspondence ID: 33600 Project: 33043 Document: 43390 

 

Name: Gawley, William  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 17:59:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I support a RENEWABLE Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company 

 
Correspondence ID: 33601 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Coneybeare, Lisa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:20:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33602 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rowland, Sonja  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:20:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33603 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Akers, Frederick  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Get the commercial interest out of the park. Their lease is up.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33604 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Quinn, Julie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:20:58 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33605 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Powell, Tara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:21:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33606 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: MacKrell, Chris  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:21:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33607 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Malvin, Don  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:21:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 



rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33608 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Adams, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:21:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33609 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Landau, Rebecca  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:21:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Roether, Richard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:21:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Huchins, Adrienne  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:33:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: O'Reilly, Patricia  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:38:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Mulrey, Kel p 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:40:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: "I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  
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Name: Diamante, Nina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:50:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Glidden, Caitlin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:50:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Varsh, Vincent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:50:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Markman, Clea  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

Sincerely, Clea Markman 2649 32nd St Santa Monica, CA 90405-3104 UNITED STATES  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Zamora, Esther  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:50:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gee, Lisa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:50:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cummings, Shane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Williams, Robin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Benda, Hilarey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Schary, Joy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mc Lean, Monica  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bradford, Lindsey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Berliner, Diane  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:51:49 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gutman, Andrea & James  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Point Reyes is a very special place and maintains an attraction for many tourists. In this regard, we do not believe that the very 

special area known as Drakes Estero wilderness is an appropriate place for continued commercial operation.It is a rare wildlife 
refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn and therefore deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. We urge you enhance, not undermine, protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to 
special interests seeking to commercialize.  

Sincerely, Andrea and James Gutman 10511 Mahoney Dr. Sunland, Ca. 91040  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Kovats, Geraldine  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 18:52:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please renew Drakes Bay Oyster Co.'s Special Use permit. This is an important, ecologically friendly business run by people 

who are truly the "salt of the earth". Denying this permit would be wholly un-American.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter.  

Best, Geraldine Kovats  
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Name: Ehrlich, Marion  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:03:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 



Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Ensign, Meredith  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:08:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Filet, Barbara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:20:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sandler, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:20:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bass, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:20:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Pincus, Arnold  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:20:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: This is to tell you that I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge 

the National Park Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative 
A, which protects this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

A unique and ecologically significant wildlife area, Drakes Estero is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 



Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

Selecting Alternative "A" is the only way to accomplish this, ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize commercial exploitation. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife 
protection. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for future 
generations to enjoy.  

Oysters can be grown elsewhere. Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable.  

I am someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks. I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Moore, Sharlee  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Seigfus, Jon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Martinez, Melissa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: McComb, Jerry  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Moore, Sharlee  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Meyers, Tim  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Manning, Charlotte  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Arnold, Alison  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Weber, Nicole  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Peer, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

On a more personal note....I am SO sick of humans destroying what is left of our natural world. for $$$$$ I was in Yosemite 2 
weekends ago. It is off season but there were a lot of people. I'm pleased to report that I could tell/feel that they cared and 
cherished the natural environment they were priveleged to visit....companies that destroy what we have left need to move on and 
find a better, environmentally friendly way to make their $$$$.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: grissom, tina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:21:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Anderson, Jerrel C 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:29:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable special permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  

We regularly visit the Bay area to see our daughters and Point Reyes and the oyster farm are required visits each and every time 
we are there. We buy oysters there and have enjoyed the farm and the wonderful people who operate it. I think it is a valuable 



part of the Point Reyes National Seashore and should remain part and parcel to it!  

When much of our seafood now comes from foreign sources and is often tainted, it is our obligation to support our own farmers 
and fishermen by buying their products and urging the government to support our own businesses as well.  

Please allow the Drakes Bay Oyster Company to continue operation under a renewable permit arrangement.  

Thank you.  

Jerrel C. Anderson  
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Name: Hernandez, Ruben  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:50:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Molina, Richard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:50:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Estes, Elizabeth  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:51:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 



and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Castaneda, S.  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:51:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lunde, Patricia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 19:51:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Muzima, Jeannette  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

Pt Reyes and Drakes Estero have been favorite places which we have been blessed to visit for many years. We always feels 
renewed and blessed to engage with this natural and national treasure.  



We are blessed with the capacity to reason, and to protect. Please help us do both.  

Thank you very much.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Kier, Mary Alice  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:20:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Neal, Yvonne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:20:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hanger, Susan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:23:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Burgess, Melinda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:23:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hucke, Krysta L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:24:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: My parents taught me to respect and love the environment and to fight for what I believe in. Well, here goes....  

The alternative of choice should be, of course, that which reduces environmental impact of Drakes Estero. I fully understand 
that this is the objective of an EIS. Earth and humans both need natural places of solitude, places where human impact is 
minimal if not completely absent. Earth is full of evidence of human development and human invasion on natural places. As it 
stands today, Drakes Estero is no different. Oyster opportunities are prevalent; Drakes Estero is unique. Activities of Drakes 
Bay Oyster Company needn't be halted; however, activities of such a business should be established in a place that is far from 
the protected lands of Point Reyes National Seashore. This little piece of land and sea has been established as protected. So, why 
don't we do what we promised to do and protect it fully?  

I propose that Drakes Estero be released from human ties and converted to full wilderness because future generations deserve to 
see that humans are capable of protecting that which they promised to protect. Similarly, we should protect the environment of 
Drakes Estero because the ecosystem that thrives there deserves to be protected.  

We should always seek to protect that which we are capable of protecting. We are fully capable of protecting Drakes Estero. Be 
gone Drakes Bay Oyster Company. Be gone far from Drakes Estero.  

Thank you, Krysta Hucke  
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Name: Coffman, Cameron  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:24:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 



undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Randolph, Sheri  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:26:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Padilla, Dwight  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:33:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Abbott, Lynn  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:33:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 



and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Datah, Ian  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:51:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Harrow, Andrea  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:51:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Shebby, Amalia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:52:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:55:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a RENEWABLE Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company. 
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Name: Campisi, Vincent  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:56:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Shidler, Nita  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:57:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Finkjohnson, Cathy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:57:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Norwick, Stephen A 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 20:58:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Superintendent Cicely Muldoon Point Reyes National Seashore 1 Bear Valley Road Point Reyes Station, CA 94956  

Dear Madam,  

I understand that you are a local person so it is possible that you have memories of visiting Drake's Bay and perhaps eating 
oysters from the Drake's Bay Oyster Farm. I have been visiting Drake's Bay since I was a boy and I remember when the spit at 
Limantour Lagoon was lined with fishing shacks and the water smelled like excrement. One of the first thing the Park Service 
did when the seashore opened was to remove those shacks and their pollution. This greatly improved the quality of fish and shell 
fish taken from the waters of the National Seashore.  

My wife and I have been visiting the oyster company for 35 years and our daughters have been going there most of their lives. 
As a local person I would like to be able to purchase oysters from the Drake's Bay Oyster Farm continue for many years to 
come.  

However, I am also writing you as a technical person. I do not generally eat oysters because I am the water quality teacher at 
Sonoma State University, and I know the statistics about filter feeders. I never eat raw shell fish because I do not want to 
contract one of the many hasty parasitic diseases clams, oysters and mussels carry. However, I do eat cooked oysters from 
Drake's Bay because I have seen the water quality reports from that bay and compared them to other such reports. As you have 
seen, there are fewer sources of water pollution there than perhaps any other oyster farm in the country.  

I have no interest in the "historic ranches" at Point Reyes. There are plenty of historic ranches around the country. I would be 
happy if the ranch land at Point Reyes was given over to the wild animals. I would rather see more elk than dairy cows. But the 
oyster farm is an unusual, perhaps unique source of very safe sea food, and I would like to see your park supporting sustainable 
fisheries, including sustainable shell fish harvesting, such as that practiced by the Drake's Bay Oyster Farm.  

Sincerely yours,  

Dr. Stephen A. Norwick Department of Environmental Studies and Planning Sonoma State University Rohnert Park, CA 94928 
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Name: Dalpino, Idajane  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:08:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: It is time for a change. Let Marin lead the way by making the estuary a place with no commercial businesses.  

I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 



wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Shub, Aaron  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:20:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lubin, Dana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:22:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: neal, christopher  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:22:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Jensen, Steve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:23:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Norwick, Marta O 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:24:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company! The oyster farm is a wonderful source of fresh 

oysters grown in the unpolluted bay. I moved to California from Boston over 30 years ago and I know how important it is to 
support coastal farms such as the Drakes Bay Oyster Farm. My husband and I have visited the oyster farm with our children and 
now their children for many years and enjoyed the oysters we purchased there. I would like to continue to enjoy the oysters from 
this family farm with its sustainable shellfish harvesting.  

Sincerely, Marta Norwick  
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Name: Valentine, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:24:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Valladares, Cuxan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:24:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Wall, Gordon  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:52:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Botch, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 21:53:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Soroka-Dunn, Cynthia  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:09:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Babb, Linda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:21:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Palo, Margaret  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:21:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Andrea, Iaderosa  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:21:31 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: McGough, Alice  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:21:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Stanton, Christopher B 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:41:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  

The farm has become a staple of West Coast culture and a part of Point Rayes modern heritage in its own right. Please do not 
shut down the operations of such a landmark.  
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Name: Galstyan, Armenuhi  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:50:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33688 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Nunes, Jeffery  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:50:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33689 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Marko, Barbara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:50:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33690 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Jackson, Xochitl  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 22:52:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  



 
Correspondence ID: 33691 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Miyashiro, Marla  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:08:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, and as someone who has hiked the Estero trail many times, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this 
very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33692 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: bradley, jennifer  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:20:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33693 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Bjornlie, Harvey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:20:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 



Correspondence ID: 33694 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   
 

Name: Fish, Jason  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:21:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33695 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Zabaly, Nicholas  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:22:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33696 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Mendoza, Eileen  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

Please select alternative "A", to protect this marine wilderness next year when the commercial lease is ended. The National Park 
Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero and selecting this alternative is the 
most consistent course of protection for this park. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, 
and best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resouces of this area. Drakes Estero is our only matine wilderness on 
the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, whil oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Sincerely, Eileen Mendoza 1223 Yosemite Drive Los Angeles, CA 90041-2432  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 



Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33697 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Strote, Mary Ellen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Point Reyes was established decades ago as a result of George Collins' work on the West Coast Recreation Survey. He and 

many others put enormous effort in this conservation effort, and their work was for the benefit of the public. Drakes Estero was 
part of that arduous planning effort.  

I urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as intended when Point Reyes was established. 
The American public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes 
Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest 
level of protection, which Congress meant it to have. Please do not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to 
interests that seek to commercialize this magnificent place.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33698 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Berrios, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:51:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33699 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Ambrogi, Thomas  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:51:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33700 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Franklin, Fawn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:51:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33701 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Apgar, Susan  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:51:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33702 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Reilly, Lauren  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,22,2011 23:51:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33703 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rycheck, Kevin  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:04:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33704 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Rycheck, Kevin  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:09:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33705 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Giordani, Mark  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:20:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 



this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33706 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Botz-Zapp, Maren  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:21:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Von Dedenroth, Brian  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:21:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Eller, Wendianne  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:21:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Jackson, Kari  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:39:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Erastov, Dmitry  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:39:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Cobbs, Adrienne  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:39:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 



Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Perry, Antoinette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:50:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Isenhower, Eric  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:50:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Erway, Donald  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 01:20:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 



commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Guidi, Adriana  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 01:21:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Drake, Ted  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 01:31:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Famous for expansive beaches, open grasslands, forested ridges, tranquil bays, and valuable wetlands, the Point Reyes National 

Seashore is a rare and renowned nature preserve only an hour's drive from San Francisco. More than a thousand species of 
plants and animals live within the 71,000-acre national park.  

In recognition of this rich natural diversity and its scientific significance, Congress voted in 1976 to protect more than 33,000 
acres at Point Reyes National Seashore as wilderness, including 2,500 acres at Drakes Estero, the only marine wilderness on the 
West Coast.  

Drakes Estero is a unique, wildlife-rich estuary; it is a crucial resting and foraging area for hundreds of thousands of resident 
and migrating birds; it provides habitat for unique plant and animals; and it has some of the largest extent of native eelgrass 
habitat along the California coast.  

Although commercial operations are inconsistent with the Wilderness Act, Congress allowed an existing oyster-growing 
business in Drakes Estero to stay, with the mandate that it had to cease operations in 2012.  

Now, the Drakes Bay Oyster Company, a commercial shellfish producer that bought the oyster company's remaining operating 
rights in 2005, wants to expand and extend the original special use permit within Drakes Estero wilderness for a minimum of 10 
additional years. Backed by the powerful shellfish lobby, the company is waging an expensive misinformation campaign to 
attack the Wilderness Act and the National Park Service, and overturn the wilderness designation.  

A deal is a deal. Drakes Bay Oyster Company bought the business in 2005, knowing the permit expired in 2012. It is not fair to 
change the rules now so they can make a profit from a public asset funded by taxpayers. But powerful political and special 
interests are pressuring Congress and spending millions of dollars to try to extend the lease and keep the long-promised 
wilderness protection from taking effect at Point Reyes National Seashore.  

If we lose the wilderness status at Drakes Estero, it opens the door for industry to do the same in our wilderness areas and 
national parks across the country.  
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Name: Benitez, Marina  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 01:51:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  



I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 01:54:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 02:49:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a Renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  
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Name: Gee, Anet  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 02:50:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Waibel, Sybille  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 04:51:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gold, Debbie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 05:22:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Harvey, Dawn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 05:52:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Garron, Steve  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,23,2011 07:04:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Davis, Josh  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:16:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company  
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Name: Kisner, Al  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:21:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Propst, Darel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:22:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33728 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Saperia, David  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:22:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Rami, Saeed  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:23:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33730 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Garron, Steven  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:47:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 



Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Towner, Christi  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: This company bought the remaining time on the lease, now wants to make more than they paid for by extending that lease. This 

is profiting at the expense of the public, and should not ever be permitted. I am shocked that it is even being considered.  

I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Benjamin, Corey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:51:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Balboni, jennifer  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:54:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33734 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Dabrowski, Casey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 07:54:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Avery, Estela  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 08:17:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Driss, Irene  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 08:21:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Amrine, William  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: In 1984 I stood at Pt. Reyes Lighthouse and watched a mother humpback and offspring swim through Drake's Bay; when I 

turned to look landward, all I could see was the wonderful beauty of unspoiled land. The commercial interests would build on 
every available acre of land in California if given the opportunity. Some needs to be left unspoiled; the human psyche thrives on 
it.  

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mooney, Albert  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 08:23:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  

 
Correspondence ID: 33739 Project: 33043 Document: 43390   

 

Name: Gregory, Lua  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 08:51:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 



wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Nolen, Nancy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 08:52:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cangemi, Louis  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 08:54:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Pollack, Michael  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:17:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 



Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:19:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I discovered Pt Reyes about 10 years ago with friends from Marin. I loved it. I have been back many times and found Drake's 

Bay Oysters about 5 years ago. If I get a chance to be in the bay area, it is always a must. I heard from friends in Marin that the 
Oyster Co is being evicted by the park service. I have been following the discussions for several years now, and I must say, I 
find them extremely disturbing.  

I am a scientist. I know of Corey Goodman. Mostly from his work and by his reputation. I have met him a couple of times. I was 
surprised to see his involvement in this dispute. Cory is totally capable of judging the science reported by Sarah Allen. His 
judgment is scathing. Dr Allen is ideologically motivated, politically motivated, or simply incompetent. Taking her reports at 
face value is a stain upon the park service. Acting upon her reports is even worse.  

I understand the conflict among conservationists who prefer designating areas wilderness, and those who prefer limiting 
commercial exploitation of reserved lands. I applaud both. But?..  

In the specific case of Pt. Reyes, that land has been home to ranching and specifically oyster harvesting for all of its recorded 
and anthropologically deduced history, since Native tribes harvested oysters from Drakes Bay, and Spanish settlers raised 
animals there. My feeling is that the ranches and this oyster farm enhance my experience of Pt. Reyes. I would not like to see 
this beautiful part of West Marin become a wilderness. But is seems that the park service, influenced primarily by the Sierra 
Club (with whom I usually agree) want to undue centuries of land use.  

That is OK. Everyone is entitled to his or her opinion. But to deliberately falsify data, to misrepresent data, or to ignore 
conflicting data, to support one's position is simply not tolerable. That is what appears to have occurred during the park service's 
evaluation of Drakes Bay Oyster Farm.  

Kevin Lenney has accomplished a surviving small business in Drakes Bay. Against all odds. His facilities are dilapidated 
because of harassment by the park service.  

It is time for this to stop. It is time to embrace DBO. It is time to support Kevin Lenney and move forward. DBO provides a 
service to Marin, to Pt. Reyes, and to California. Are we not trying to support small business? Especially small business that is 
not only NOT ecologically destructive, but also actually environmentally beneficial (oysters clean the waters of the bay)?  

The actions of the parks department in this regard is not just unfortunate, it is despicable.  

Dr Robert Burgeson Professor, Harvard Medical School, Emeritas  
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Name: Suyehara, Erin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:23:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Smith, Jeffrey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:23:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Gilbertson, Patricia  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:23:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Waybrant, Paul  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:47:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Waybrant, Paul  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,23,2011 09:47:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Inden, Tara  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:51:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Summers, Debbie  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:52:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Labadie, Howard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 



public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places. having 
visited this pristine area we need to protect it and expand the area for future generations. to be short sighted and use/abuse our 
planet will be our legacy if comerical interests are pushed to the forefront in hard times as these practices have brought about the 
hard times.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Murphy, Gary  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to stick with the 2012 deadline for removing commercial activities from Drakes 

Estero wilderness. The firm asking for an extension has had 36 years to prepare for this change. This wilderness area deserves to 
become true wilderness that can be enjoyed as such.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Suyehara, Erin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:52:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Williams, Michael  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:52:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 



protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Hudnut, Fritz  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 09:53:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Slattery, Renee R 
Outside Organization: Center for Biological Diversity Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:07:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:17:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 
Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Freedman, Steve  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:21:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Vandermeer, Denise  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:21:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Blaisdell, Jill  



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:22:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Capps, Kelsey  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:22:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Watts, Carol  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:22:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

DON'T DELAY. THIS IS URGENT!!  

Sincerely,  

Carol Watts 16 Skylark Drive, Larkspur, CA 94939  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 



commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Chavez, Phyllis  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:22:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Lynch, Wendy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:23:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Ruperti, Cathy  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:25:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: To whom it may concern:  

I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 
Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 



future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

Best regards, Cathy Ruperti  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Anarchist Federation Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:27:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Nelson, Catherine  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:27:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: To whom it may concern,  

I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 
Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Sincerely, Catherine Nelson  
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Name: Gilmore, Timothy  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:29:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: As long as we use money as a medium of exchange, we will always have poverty. It's the basic economic principle of supply 

and demand. There must be a constant and increasing demand for money; otherwise it's valueless. Those who most need money 
must continually labor for it simply to survive. The more people need it, the more willing they are to do abominable things to 
get it. Wealthy and politically powerful people control the money supply, restricting global trade for profits. Used for world 
domination and the spread of terrorism, those who control it wage wars and pass trade agreements impoverishing the many to 
benefit the few. We don't have to barter individual goods and products. By voluntarily using our skills and abilities to benefit 
humanity by structuring service, social and industrial unions to produce, develop and distribute the world's resources we can 
abolish the overwhelming social ills caused by money: poverty, homelessness, global environmental destruction, waste, 
illiteracy, war, injustice, crime, slavery, governmental and corporate corruption and fraud, overpopulation and ill health around 
the world. Only by abolishing money can international cooperation secure genuine world peace, aided by the use of Esperanto, 
the international language of peace. <antigoldrush.com>  
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Name: cox, tobin n maxwell n budd c 
Outside Organization: OREGON WOLFSAVERS Non-profit/Organization 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I LIVE ON THE OREGON COAST...ALL OCEANS MUST BE PROTECTED.!!! NOW !! THANK YOU...SINCERLY 

OREGON WOLFSAVERS  
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Name: Keefe, George N 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:43:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I have just returned from visiting Point Reyes National Seashore and I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero 

within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 
Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally
preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Harrington, Cathy  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:51:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 



to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Mcalear, Heidi  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:51:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: ALDA, MICHAEL  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:52:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Koster, Sarah M 
Outside Organization: PRP Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 10:57:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative. Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically 
significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a 
critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes Estero be given the highest federal level of 
protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012. This can only be accomplished by selecting 
Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. Alternative A is the most consistent with National 
Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and 
the National Park experience. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks 
should not prioritize commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in 
a natural state for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is 
irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Harbin, Chris  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Weber, Heidi  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:20:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Frostick, Sarah  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:21:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 



for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Perry, April  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:22:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Angeles, Armond  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:23:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Douglas, Brian E 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:30:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Jacobsen, Peter  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:30:09 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: A deal is a deal. I am appalled that political pressure can overturn not only the deal but the best interests of our National 

Seashore.  

Drakes Estero provides our best opportunity for a pristine estuary, and it is so close to so many people who can appreciate and 
enjoy it.  

Please return Drakes Estero to the Seashore.  
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Name: Garlasco, David  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:38:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable special use permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company  
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Name: Lockett, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: University of Washington Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:38:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:45:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable special use permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company 
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Name: Tilzey, Ragen  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:50:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: girardeau, chris  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:50:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Johnson, Daniel  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: As has long been intended, I respectfully, yet quite adamantly, urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. It is in 

the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all, rather than to bend to the 
commercial benefit of a comparative few. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge that plays a vital role, not only to the Point 
Reyes National Seashore, but to the ecological balance of the entire West Coast.  

As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, and wishes the same opportunity for future generations, I 
urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this unique and precious resource to wilderness. These days it seems there's 
going to be less-and-less we'll be leaving for future generations to enjoy, much less things we'll be proud to be leaving, please 
let this be one of them.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 



Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Tilzey, CPA, Ragen  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:51:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Tilzey, Ragen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:51:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Diaz, Azucena  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:53:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Henderson, susanna w 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 11:57:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: It is imperative that the Drakes Bay Oyster company be allowed to continue.

I don't believe that an oyster ever harmed anyone.  

Susanna W Henderson  
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Name: Hache, Emily  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:04:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:06:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative. Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically 
significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a 
critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes Estero be given the highest federal level of 
protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012. This can only be accomplished by selecting 
Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. Alternative A is the most consistent with National 
Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and 
the National Park experience. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks 
should not prioritize commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in 
a natural state for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is 
irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Hanckel, Lisa J 
Outside Organization: I can't uncheck member Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  



As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Welcome back! For your convenience, we have filled out your form with the information you provided previously from postal 
code 80305. Click to see and manage your information.  

Not lisahanckel@yahoo.com? Please click here. Thank you! Email* Sending your message, please wait ...  
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Name: francis, kirk  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:10:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: PLEASE SELECT THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE!!!  
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Name: Raby, Alison K 
Outside Organization: Mariposa Search Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:10:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

Kind Regards, Alison  
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Name: intriago, sherron  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:20:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 



widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Courtney, Brigid  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:21:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Schaeffer, Lorraine  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:22:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Straussburg, Linda  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:22:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 



commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bostock, Vic  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:22:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Klausing, Michael  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Reback, Mark  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:26:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important matter.  
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Name: Jones-Umberger, Stanley  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:28:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 



thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Rosenthal, Jessie  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:28:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Tucker, Meredith c 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:28:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress has intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term 
adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered 
species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the 
Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and 
set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster 
operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive 
species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes 
beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Greer, Ed L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:29:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please support ammendment A - no action plan  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Thank you for taking the time to read my comments.  

I believe that the Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten 
more years would have numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, 
harbor seals, resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

Therefore:  

? I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 
become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? I believe that the Action Alternatives have significant long-
term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, 
endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? I also believe that the Action 
Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 
1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness 
around the county. ? Finally, I know that the oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash. This just isn't acceptable.  

Again, thank you for your consideration of my comments.  
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Name: Hallett, Mark A 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:29:49 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: We have to little wilderness. I want the no Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012. Thank 
you, Mark A. Hallett  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:30:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Douglas, Mark L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:31:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge NPS to take the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by 

Congress 36 years ago!  
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Name: Morgan, Edward R 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:33:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area. 
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:34:45 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the no action alternative to make this beautiful place a protected wilderness. 
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Name: Kelsonpetit, Ross  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Another way to support environmetally responsible living and enjoy the outdoors is with these products: 
http://www.gadgetsgo.com/eco-environmentally-friendly-gadgets-green-products-gadgets/  
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Name: Hafer, Sarah  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:35:12 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please consider these critical points:  

Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 
Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 



precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you for your serious consideration on this matter, Sarah Hafer Sacramento, CA  
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Name: Esposito, Dan J 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:35:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear Sir or Madame,  

Please select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by our Congress 36 
years ago. Thank you.  
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Name: Grasso, Dori C 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 

birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 
The Action Alternatives are also a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 
legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Zimmerman, Susan  
Outside Organization: Dogma LLC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: To Whom It May Concern;  

I strongly urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed 
by Congress 36 years ago, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area. The NPS Draft EIS 
makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years would have 
numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, resident and 
migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 
become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Sincerely, Susan Zimmerman Meridian, ID  
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Name: Carlson, Jim  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:36:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear National Park Service,  

Please remember that this is a national park, public land, and please put the interests of the public ahead of the interests of one 
private commercial enterprise that wants to exploit the park for its private gain.  

Please adopt the NO ACTION Alternative. It is (obviously) the Environmentally Preferred Alternative, and it would provide for 



the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  

Thank you for considering my views.  
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Name: Bonometti, Dr. Bobby & Ginny  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:36:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: We urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by 

Congress 36 years ago!  
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Name: Bennett, Virginia H 
Outside Organization: Sierra Club, Audubon Society Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:37:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: As a former California resident and passionate bird-watcher and naturalist, who periodically returns to Point Reyes National 

Wildlife Refuge, I was horrified to learn of the project to expand commercial oyster farming in Drake's Estero. The important 
word here is "Refuge"! This area is a vital stop-over and wintering spot for millions of our nation's birds. So little of this type of 
area is left in the USA, that what we DO have must be guarded and maintained. Any commercial undertaking will surely disturb 
the wildlife which relies upon these lands. Therefor, I urge rejection of this proposal. This national park is meant to serve all 
America IN PERPETUUM (forever!) -- not commercial interests!  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:38:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:39:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Pleas select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012.
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:39:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Smith, Diana  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:40:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I oppose the proposed commercial oyster farm to operate in Drakes Estero in the Philip Burton Wilderness in the Point Reyes 

National Seashore.  
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Name: Gliva, Stephen  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:42:41 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Nettleton, John  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:44:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by 

Congress 36 years ago! The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton 
Wilderness in 2012, when a commercial oyster farm lease expires. Please preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather 
than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area.  
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Name: Hernandez, Eloy J 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please go with a NO ACTION Alternative that would provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended 

since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives will have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, 
including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the 
whole national park experience. These Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 
1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future 
commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The proposed oyster operation involves 3,700 
motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat. This will promote the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat. We also should not litter remote Point Reyes beaches 
with thousands of pieces of plastic trash!  

Again, the NO ACTION Alternative is truly the only way we can preserve this beautiful spot on earth for future generations.  
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Name: Rossman, Jeremy  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:51:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Andrade, Robert  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:51:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Howard, Erin  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing in support of the NO ACTION Alternative. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to 

the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Guillen, Roberta  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:53:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Turner, Pamela  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:53:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 



and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Richardson, Kathryn  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:53:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Collins, Carol L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:54:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended  

The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 
birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 
The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 
legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thanking you in advance for your attention in this most important matter.  
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Name: Valentine, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:56:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Edwards, Eric  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:57:28 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: As a longtime supporter of the NPS, I, ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative 

and would provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives 
have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, 
native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action 
Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 
1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness 
around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; 
promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and 
litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 12:59:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Robertson, Kenneth C 
Outside Organization: The Guardian Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:00:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Babbitt, Susan M 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:01:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative so Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago!  
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Name: Friedman, Howard N 
Outside Organization: Center FOr Biological Diversity, Audubon Society, WWF, NWF, Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:04:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 



Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Showers, Merle E 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:05:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: A wilderness is not a wilderness if commerical activity is going on. Vote no on commerical use of the area. 
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Name: Sailer, Randy  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:13:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: i strongly urge you to support the no action alternative for drakes estero in the phillip burton wilderness in the point reyes 

national seashore.thankyou.  
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Name: Hudson, Marcella D 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:15:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, Doug L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:18:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Implement the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago!  
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Name: Wittman, Charley  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:20:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please support the 'No Action' alternative. It is the environmentally preferred alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  
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Name: Donat, Asa  



Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:21:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Wightman, Richard  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:21:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Clark, Frances  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:22:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Nolan, Antoinette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:22:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Oliver, Lindsay  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:22:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Reynolds, Heather  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:22:46 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:23:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative no commercial oyster farm)so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as 

directed by Congress 36 years ago!  



Junia Overton  
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Name: Malley, Karen A 
Outside Organization: human on Earth Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:25:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  
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Name: Seaver, LaRoy and Mary  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:25:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: We want to see the Drakes Estero added to the Philip Burton Wilderness Area in 2012 as required in earlier legislation. We 

oppose extending the commercial company's lease for another ten years. The Drakes Estero is very important for a number of 
forms of natural wildlife and it is important for us humans to realize and affirm that we must share this planet with other life 
forms. Preserving the Drakes Ostero is one small step in that awareness.  
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Name: Brandt, V.  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I understand that the National Park Service (NPS) has completed a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and is seeking 

public comments on a proposal to allow a commercial oyster farm to operate in Drakes Estero in the Philip Burton Wilderness 
in the Point Reyes National Seashore. The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the 
Philip Burton Wilderness in 2012, when a commercial oyster farm lease expires. Unfortunately, a rider attached to an Interior 
Appropriations bill granted the Secretary of the Interior the authority to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond 
its expiration. The NPS's draft EIS addresses whether to extend the permit another 10 years.  

The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of 
invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point 
Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 
birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 

I therefore strongly support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for 
the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  
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Name: Freeman, Helena  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:29:39 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please take the No Action Alternative on Drakes Estero so that it will be protected and allowed to become wilderness.
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:30:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Bechtel, Paul  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:34:12 



Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago! The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton Wilderness in 2012, 
when a commercial oyster farm lease expires. I oppose the rider to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond its 
expiration. The NPS's draft EIS addresses whether to extend the permit another 10 years. I urge the NPS to preserve Drakes 
Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area.  

Thank you for your attention!  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:36:23 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Kavanaugh, Michael  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:37:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to adopt the "No Action Alternative" to this proposal so that Drakes Estero can 

become Wilderness in 2012, as mandated by Congress 36 years ago. As much as I love oysters and support local business, it is 
time to allow the Estero to begin to recover and become the full wild space that we crave and need.  

Thank you for allowing me to comment.  

Regards, Michael Kavanaugh  
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Name: Deffenbacher, Kenneth A 
Outside Organization: Nebraska Sierra Club, Missouri Valley Group Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:37:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: To Whom It May Concern:  

I am in strong support of the No Action alternative with regard to the Drakes Bay area.

Sincerely,  

Kenneth A. Deffenbacher, Ph.D.  
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Name: Montapert, Anthony  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:46:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero in the Point Reyes National Seashore will become 

Wilderness in 2012.  
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Name: Braithwaite, Georgia  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:46:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 



dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: betser, alex  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:47:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION alternative because commercial farming means disturbance by vehicles, invasive species, pollution 

and possible restriction of public access. Your mission is to protect the wildlife for public benefit not to sell it at nominal price 
for someone's personal benefit.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:47:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Thompson, Beverly  
Outside Organization: Wilderness Watch Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:48:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION alternative so the area will become a wilderness area in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970's.
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:49:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I would like to urge the you to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as 

directed by Congress.  
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Name: Byars, Rain  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:50:37 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Ellis, Juno  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:52:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Buckingham, Janis  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:52:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Oliver, George  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:54:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Couch, Sandra L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:54:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE is what I hope you follow. There is no need for a commercial oyster farm or anything else to be 

done on a National seashore area. Please keep it open to the environment and natural habitat that it currently is.  
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Name: Orlinski, Patricia  
Outside Organization: Valley Interfaith Project Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago! Thank you.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:57:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. the Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:58:27 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Although I really like eating oysters it is not appropriate to continue commercial oyster farms beyond their license expiration 

date in the Drakes Estero.  

Please select the "No Action" Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 
years ago!  
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Name: Peterson, Sue  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:58:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by 

Congress 36 years ago! The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton 
Wilderness in 2012, when a commercial oyster farm lease expires. Unfortunately, a rider attached to an Interior Appropriations 
bill granted the Secretary of the Interior the authority to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond its expiration. 
Please preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important 
wildlife area.  

It is clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years would have 
numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, resident and 
migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

I am writing to ask you to support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would 
provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have 
significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native 
mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. Also, the Action Alternatives 
are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point 
Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the 
county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the 
spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote 
Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Please consider these points when making your decison. Our future generations are depending on us to make the right choices 



TODAY, to keep natural resources available for TOMORROW.  

Thank you.  
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Name: Haworth, Randy  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 13:59:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: This fragile ecosystem was designated by Congress to become a wilderness area nearly forty years ago. It's time to allow Nature 

to retake what Man has exploited so that this area--and many such precious natural lands--become permanently protected.  
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Name: Searles, Dave  
Outside Organization: American Heritage Service, Inc. and The Ecotopian Society Unaffiliated Individual
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:01:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative  
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Name: D'Amico, Donna M 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:03:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative as it is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  

Thank you for your consideration.  
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Name: Vesely, Sakura  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:03:51 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to support a no action policy regarding Drakes Bay. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would 

provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have 
significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native 
mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a 
direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes 
Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the 
county. ? The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the 
spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote 
Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Valtri Burgess, Vivian  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:03:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Forte, Michael  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:04:56 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: This change is limited to 10 years. I propose that it should never be lifted. This should be in force until the end of time. It will be 

the only untouched Oyster Habitat in the country and possibly the world. That should be a source of pride upon which NPS can 
be proud. There are multiple other sources for the harvesting which have been exploited for centuries, let's leave this one as God 
created it.  
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Name: brewer, molly  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: hi  
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Name: KASTEL, DIANE M 
Outside Organization: WILDERNESS WATCH Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The National Park Service (NPS) has completed a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and is seeking public comments 

on a proposal to allow a commercial oyster farm to operate in Drakes Estero in the Philip Burton Wilderness in the Point Reyes 
National Seashore. We urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, 
as directed by Congress 36 years ago! The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the 
Philip Burton Wilderness in 2012, when a commercial oyster farm lease expires. Unfortunately, a rider attached to an Interior 
Appropriations bill granted the Secretary of the Interior the authority to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond 
its expiration. The NPS's draft EIS addresses whether to extend the permit another 10 years. We urge the NPS to preserve 
Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area.  

The Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years 
would have numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, 
resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 
become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Pasichnyk, Richard  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:07:40 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I see these particular points as the correct direction to take to protect the Phillip Burton Wilderness from adverse effects:  

? I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 
become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Smith, Daedra D 
Outside Organization: private citizen Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please do not extend the lease for the commercial oyster company to continue operations in Drakes Estero National Park. This 

would exacerbate existing problems caused by commercial harvesting and would contribute to continued deterioration of 
ecosystems.  

? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 
become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 



thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

The park would be better off without the continued operation of commercial oyster harvesting. Thank you for your 
consideration.  

Sincerely,  

Daedra D. Smith  
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Name: Blalack, Russell E 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:08:19 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I live near and have often enjoyed the Point Reyes Wilderness estuary. That is why I am urging the NPS to select the No Action 

Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years ago! The 1976 Point Reyes 
Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton Wilderness in 2012, when a commercial oyster farm 
lease expires. Unfortunately, a rider attached to an Interior Appropriations bill granted the Secretary of the Interior the authority 
to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond its expiration. The NPS's draft EIS addresses whether to extend the 
permit another 10 years, and I urge you not to do that. Wilderness is rare, wilderness is precious, and this one must be preserved. 
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Name: Hagood, Talbott B 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:08:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estuary for ten more years 

would have numerous adverse impacts. Therefore, I support the No Action alternative as it is the environmentally preffered and 
would provide for the area to be declared Wilderness in 2012 as Congess intended in the 1970s.  
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Name: Wilson, Marjorie P 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:10:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please make the correct decision and allow DBOC to remain a vital business and an integral part of our National Seashore into 

the future. ? Six generations of our family have considered our Inverness house on the Pt. Reyes Peninsula a refuge and haven. 
Our home in Inverness was originally purchased in 1925 and through the years family members have hiked extensively 
throughout the locale. Familiarity with the topography and environment of the Pt. Reyes National Seashore area is part of our 
family culture. We have also spent considerable time on the waters of Tomales Bay and have purchased countless dozens of 
oysters from DBOC at the Estero as well as from growers on Tomales Bay. I have read the draft EIS and kept up with all of the 
information concerning the situation with DBOC . ### The DBOC New Special Use Permit should NOT be denied. It is absurd 
to think that removal of the Drakes Bay Oyster Company will create a "new" wilderness area. The business, along with the 
surrounding highways, trails, and cattle ranches, has always been intended to be an integral part of the National Seashore and is 
in keeping with the intended usage. ### The DBOC New Special Use Permit should be issued per Alternative D - Expanded 
Onshore Development and Offshore Operations. DBOC has provided a sustainable and important food source for the greater 
Bay Area. DBOC has provided employment for a large number of people in our community. DBOC has proved itself to be a 
responsible steward of the environment. ### There is no evidence that DBOC has harmed water quality in the Estero. There is 
no evidence that DBOC has harmed seal life or decreased eel grass growth. ### I would hope that the NPS would be a good 
steward of the park land that they manage and for that be held in the highest regard by citizens. However, that high regard is 
currently missing. The NPS is on an outrageous witch hunt to destroy DBOC. The NPS has manufactured data, and lied about 
its acquisition. The NPS pretends that this faulty information supports a path forward to eliminate DBOC. Please make the 
correct decision and allow DBOC to remain a vital business and an integral part of our National Seashore into the future.  
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Name: Higgins, Janice  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:12:22 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge your support for the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would 

provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. Please consider the following: ? The 
Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, 
fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The 
Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation 
and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and 
Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass 
habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species 
habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Pound, Eloise R 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:12:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I SUPPORT A RENEWABLE SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR DRAKES BAY OYSTER COMPANY. THIS TYPE OF 

FARMING IS A NEEDED ASSET TO THE AREA.  
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Name: Barber, Evelyn C 
Outside Organization: voting citizen Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:13:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear National Park Service Representatives:  

Please allow the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's permit to expire without a renewal.  

You currently have the power to allow reappearance of the area's natural condition and prevent further environmental collapse 
which could spread its damage further, if you will simply allow the permit to lapse.  

The United States' coastlines need to be preserved as much as humanly possible.  

Thank you, and good luck with your decision.  

Evelyn Barber  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:16:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Thomsen, Don A 
Outside Organization: Widerness Watch Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:17:50 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 

36 years ago!  
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Name: Baird, Michael & Barbara  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:20:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  



Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Cohen, Karen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:22:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Albach, Fred  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:22:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Cross, Dave and Rita  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:24:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear Managers,  

To allow the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years would cause many negative 
impacts on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and 
the wonderful National Park experience!  

Please support the Environmental (No Action) Alternative. This area would become Wilderness in 2012 which congress has 
intended since the 1970's!  

We feel your support of No Action is the only right thing to do! Leave this pristine wilderness wild, please!  



Kind regards,  

Dave and Rita Cross  
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Name: Fleming, Gary  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:24:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: meyer jr, harold a 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:25:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: select the no action alternative  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:26:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Franchi, Irena  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:30:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Mullen, Timothy I 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:30:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 



impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:33:52 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please do everything in your power to support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and 

would provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have 
significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native 
mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a 
direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes 
Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the 
county. ? The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the 
spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote 
Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash. Thank you for your time.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:36:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am requesting a vote for the No Action Alternative. Thank you.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:38:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:43:55 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Yarnell, Susan L 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:44:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 



impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Lake, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:46:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: mclain, linda  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:47:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: please preserverse drakes bay at Point Ryes Nat'l seahore  
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Name: fisher, kathryn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:52:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Garcia, Michelle  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:52:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Clarke, Karen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:53:02 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bronk, Martin  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:53:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Bates, John K 
Outside Organization: United States and California Citizen Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to support the NO ACTION alternative. This area is, has been and should be allowed to become a Wilderness Area 

in 2012 as Congress and the People intend.  

We have so few protected areas in the sea and even fewer where the sea meets the land like this estuary/wetlands, which is home 
to birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the experience of being in 
the wild. Taking action here is a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, it runs counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 
legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and sets a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

I beg you to leave this beautiful, wonderful, place which I love and visit regularly in its natural state. Besides the ethical need to 
do this there is a very practical, self centered, human need to preserve these last areas. They are important pieces of our 
increasingly threatened LIFE SUPPORT system here on Planet Earth.  

I have to believe you would be more proud looking back on preserving this treasure than you would be in exploiting it and 
ruining it.  



Please preserve and respect this lovely, important wilderness.  

Thank you,  

John Bates Business owner Eagle Scout Surfer Amateur Biologist US and California Citizen Inhabitant of Planet Earth  
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Name: Beavers, Nancy  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:57:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  

The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 
birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 

The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 
legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county.  

The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of 
invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point 
Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Bundy, Robert D 
Outside Organization: Marin Audubon Society Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:58:21 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Very comprehensive document but not conclusive. Because the downside is a potential slight decrease in habitat for seals or 

ellgrass I favor a ten year extension of the current contract. Data can be evaluated during that period. I personally enjoy visiting 
the oyster farm on my visits to Point Reyes. Visitors and customers enjoy walking around the facility and learning about the 
history of the site as well as understanding modern mariculture. The impact from visitors appears minimal and well managed.  
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Name: Murphy, Lon  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 14:58:57 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support a renewable Special Use Permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.  

L. Murphy  
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Name: Kaufman, Andrea D 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:02:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative, so the the Drakes Estero becomes wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress.  

Continuing the Oyster Farm lease for another 10 years will have significant long-term adverse effects on this important 
resource, including native birda, seals, endangered species, and eelgrass beds -- even to native oysters.  

Please follow the intent of the Wilderness Act of 1964, and of the Point Reyes Wilderness Act of 1976 and allow this important 
area to become wilderness.  

Thank you.  
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Name: Stone, William G 
Outside Organization: Healing Connections Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:03:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago. Thank you for saving as much nature as possible for our children.  
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Name: Conrich, Robert S 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:04:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative.  
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Name: lips, stu  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:06:16 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Lazell, James D 
Outside Organization: The Conservation Agency Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:09:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please go with Alternative A: Keep Drakes Estero wilderness.  
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Name: Szymanowski, Paul  
Outside Organization: NPCA Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:13:03 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Starr`, M  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the NO Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 

years ago!  

The Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years 
would have numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, 
resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 
birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 
? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 
legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you for your time -- MS  
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Name: DeRoy, Al  



Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:16:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please allow the Drake's Bay Oyster Company's lease to expire and allow the area to revert to wilderness. The area is important 

habitat for a number of both aquatic and terrestrial flora and fauna.  
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Name: Sherwood, Michael R 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:16:25 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear National Park Service,  

I strongly support the National Park Service's efforts to protect the Pt. Reyes Wilderness by not renewing the Johnson Oyster 
Farm's lease. Therefore, I support the No Action Alternative in the draft EIS.  

I am a kayaker. One of my favorite places to kayak is Drake's Estero. We normally put in right next to the Johnson Oyster Farm. 
However, my enjoyment of the wildnerness qualities of this beautiful place is impaired by the existence of the oyster farm, all 
the stakes and oyster beds, and the running of outboard motor boats by oyster farm employees.  

The current owners of the oyster farm purchased it with their eyes wide open, knowing full well that the lease would terminate 
in 10 years and that the NPS would then take steps to allow the area to revert to true wilderness, with no commercial operations. 
Thus, there is no equitable argument for extending the lease for another 10 years, or for any amount of time, and every argument 
in favor of allowing the lease to expire, as has been intended and public knowledge since the wilderness was established.  

Thank you for your consideration of my comments.  

Michael R. Sherwood  
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Name: Roy, Joe  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:17:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Lemoine, Kathryn K 
Outside Organization: Wilderness Watch & Defenders of Wildlife Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:17:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash each year.  
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Name: Knoll, Carolyn  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:20:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  



In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Roberto, Rob  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:22:24 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 

birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 
? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 
legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Summers, Kathryn  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:22:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Williams, Ray  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:22:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 



shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Glenn, Frances  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:22:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Jones, Kaija  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:25:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Morello, Phyl  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:25:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: My family & I support the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE so Drakes Estero can be a true wilderness! This was mandated by 

congress 36 yrs ago.  

Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero. Just make it happen.  
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Name: Lewis, Cornelius  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:25:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 



implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Sheridan, Gabriel T 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:28:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I suppport the "No" Altenative  
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Name: Walters, Sandra  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:29:33 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: SUPPORT NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE  
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Name: Hamilton, Wesley F 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:29:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the now action alternative  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I would ask you to support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for 

the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the 
Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and 
set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster 
operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive 
species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat.  

For these reasons the oyster operation should not be extended and should be allowed to expire as intended. Commercial activity 
should not be allowed to continue in this important area.  
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Name: Berkeley, Carol  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:47:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important 

wildlife area.  
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Name: Elman, Mark  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:51:26 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 



dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you for taking hese comments.  
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Name: Crawford, Cindy  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:52:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:52:14 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please support the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 

years ago. Allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years would have numerous 
adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, resident and migratory 
birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  
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Name: Coyne, Lelia M 
Outside Organization: wachiska Audubon Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:52:32 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Point Reyes is too precious in too many ways not to preserve its Wilderness Status for present and future generations.
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Name: Maranowski, Yvette  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:52:43 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Mark, Daniel  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:53:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Potter, Michael J 
Outside Organization: Eden Foods Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:53:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The priority must be the protection of what remains of pristine natural resources, not profits from them. 
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Name: Van Der Wal, John & Susan  
Outside Organization: None Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:53:44 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: We support the National Parks project objectives - their mission. We want a healthy habitat protecting all life forms in and 

around this very important estero in the Pt.Reyes National Seashore.  

We support the no-action alternative with the expiration date of Drakes Bay Oyster Company business operation in November 
30, 2012. This is per the Wilderness Act enacted by Congress in 1976.  

Drakes Bay Oyster Company took over the lease knowing full well that it is to expire November 30, 2012.  

We support the 1976 Wilderness Act and its wilderness designation for Drakes Estero.  
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Name: Jeffries, Lynne  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:  

I want to urge the NPS to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by 
Congress 36 years ago! The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton 
Wilderness in 2012, when a commercial oyster farm lease expires. Unfortunately, a rider attached to an Interior Appropriations 
bill granted the Secretary of the Interior the authority to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond its expiration. 
The NPS's draft EIS addresses whether to extend the permit another 10 years. I want to urge the NPS to preserve Drakes Estero 
as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area.  

The Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years 
would have numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, 
resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 
become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 



impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important issue  
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Name: Royer, Donna  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:55:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Cherniss, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 15:59:36 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please proceed with the addition of Drake's Estero to the Philip Burton National Wildlife Area as set forth in the original 

legislation. While I am proud to have Drake's Oysters operating in the area, and it does afford at least some level of water 
quality control, this should not be allowed to Briones Regional Park, in our East Bay Regional Park District. A family cattle 
operation was grandfathered into the acquisition of the park. While not ideal for a natural preserve, it does put a limit on the 
impact and duration of this operation, allows the family business to continue, and puts the land into public use today.  
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Name: Mattes, Dale B 
Outside Organization: Wilderness Watch Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:00:47 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: No Action, please, for the following reasons: ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the 

Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds 
and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, 
run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:04:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 



Received: Nov,23,2011 16:05:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Graver, Charles E 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:07:06 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: spar,md, jon  
Outside Organization: WildEarth Guardians Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:07:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I do not want the private oyster farm to be allowed to continue at The Point Reyes National Seashore. The pollution of the 

thousands of motor boat trips and the plastic debris that entangles wildlife is a menace. The sooner all commercial activity is 
withdrawn the better. I DO NOT WANT the Drakes Bay Oyster Company special use permit renewed under any circumstance. 
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:10:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I want to express support for the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide 

for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:12:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Nitz, Jennifer  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:14:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the no action alternative to the Drakes Bay Oyster Company Special Use Permit EIS. Congress directed Drakes Estero 

to become wilderness 36 years ago. This is a unique area within a wilderness area and National Seashore, that a commercial 
oyster farm is inappropriate to be in. Please do not permit an extension to the permit.  
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Name: Amelang, Loren  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:16:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I believe Drake's Estero should be allowed to return to true wilderness as soon as possible. Please select the No Action 

Alternative, avoiding another ten years of commercial exploitation.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:16:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness 

in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years ago! Private oyster farming should not trump the common good. Thank you!  
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Name: Blaustein, John  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:22:30 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:22:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: It is critically important that the National Park Service select the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE so that Drakes Estero will 

become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years ago.  
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Name: SCHOLZ, ERNEST J 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:25:04 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: PLEASE SELECT THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE  
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Name: Sims, Cindy  
Outside Organization: National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:25:13 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's 



only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be 
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop 
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their 
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.  

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero 
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside 
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time 
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and 
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West 
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.  

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy 
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.  
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Name: Schwab, Vicki  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:27:08 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling 

legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National 
Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and 
eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered 
species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash. The Action Alternatives have 
significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native 
mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. Thank you for your time in 
considering my comments  
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Name: Geerlings, Sonia M 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:31:05 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago!  

Please preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important 
wildlife area.  
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Name: Livingston, Dr. James  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:33:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: The 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton Wilderness in 2012, when a 

commercial oyster farm lease expires. However, a rider attached to an Interior Appropriations bill granted the Secretary of the 
Interior allows the authority to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond its expiration. I urge the NPS to preserve 
Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area. Thus I 
argue against the extension of the lease; the company has had fair warning of the expiration, and its arguments for continuation 
do not overrule the finality of the extension.  

It's a simple matter. The company has been served notice. It is as responsible for compliance as any citizen, especially if the 
Supreme Court properly reverses its weird equation of corporations with citizens.  
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Name: MAZIK, KIM  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:33:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I'm writing in support of the NO ACTION Alternative since it is the environmentally preferred alternative and would provide 

for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  

Additionally the Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for ten 
more years would have numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on eelgrass habitat, native fish, 
harbor seals, resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National Park experience.  

Do the right thing for the marine life!  
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Name: Dickens, Marcay C 
Outside Organization: Wilderness Watch Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:35:31 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: My husband (J Kirk Dickens) and I support the "NO ACTION" alternative, which would disallow the oyster (or other) 

operation. We NEED to have true wilderness, and disallowing this oyster farm's operations is necessary for this particular 
location.  

We have visited Point Reyes National Seashore. We want it to remain wild (and to heal, from all the use).  

Marcay and J Kirk Dickens  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:37:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years ago!
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Name: Kallah, Zee  
Outside Organization: Ca4e2 Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:39:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 

Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative. Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically 
significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a 
critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes Estero be given the highest federal level of 
protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012. This can only be accomplished by selecting 
Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. Alternative A is the most consistent with National 
Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and 
the National Park experience. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks 
should not prioritize commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in 
a natural state for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is 
irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere. As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Payne, Bernadette  



Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:43:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Kuhn, Gerald K 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:49:53 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Select the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 

years ago.  
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Name: Dallas, Polly  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:52:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Altamirano, Andrew  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:52:42 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Sperry, Adam  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:54:15 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore. I urge the National Park 
Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative A, which protects 
this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative.  

Drakes Estero is a unique and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a 
refuge and birthplace for harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes 
Estero be given the highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012.  

This can only be accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. 
Alternative A is the most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Carr, Kathy  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:56:54 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Joos, Sandra  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 16:59:17 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I'm writing to urge you to SELECT THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, 

as directed by Congress 36 years ago. The Draft EIS makes clear that allowing the private, commercial oyster company to 
exploit Drakes Estero for ten more years would have numerous adverse impacts-most notably from the invasive species-on 
eelgrass habitat, native fish, harbor seals, resident and migratory birds, endangered species, wilderness values and the National 
Park experience.  

All of the Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to 
wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park 
experience. Furthermore, the Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 
Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future 
commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per 
year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, 
bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

For these reasons, I again urge you to support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and 



would provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:03:01 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by Congress 36 years 

ago.  

The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, 
birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. 

The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of 
invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point 
Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: lips, stu  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:06:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: ? Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Ryan, Beth  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:07:59 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: PLEASE SELECT THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE.  
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Name: Spencer, Martha  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:11:58 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Dear Sirs,  

I am writing to ask you to select the No Action Alternative so that Drakes Estero will become Wilderness in 2012, as directed by 
Congress 36 years ago. Even though a rider attached to an Interior Appropriations bill granted the Secretary of the Interior the 
authority to extend the Drakes Bay Oyster Company's lease beyond its expiration in 2012, the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act 
mandates the addition of Drakes Estero to the Philip Burton Wilderness in 2012, when this commercial oyster farm lease 
expires. I urge you NOT to extend the permit another 10 years. Please preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than 
continuing to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area.  
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Name: Budhia, Keshav  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:22:10 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: Moore, Kathleen  
Outside Organization: Sierra Club Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:22:38 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American 

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a 
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of 
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not 
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  

I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness 
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources, 
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting 
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review 
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine 
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private 
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while 
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.  
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Name: butcher, joan r 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:24:29 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to become 

Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts 
to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass 
beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 
1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous 
precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation involves 
3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to 
native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of 
pieces of plastic trash.  
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Name: Riley, Maura  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:28:07 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: please support NO Alternative!!!!!!!!!!! We need to save our wetlands and wildlife!!!
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Name: Levitt, Lacey  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:28:35 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 



Correspondence: As an American, I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for 
the area to become Wilderness in 2012. In contrast, the Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse impacts to the 
Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, and eelgrass 
beds. Allowing the private, commercial oyster company to exploit Drakes Estero for 10 more years would have numerous 
adverse impacts, most notably from the invasive species.  
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Name: Shreve, Rick  
Outside Organization: NRDC Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:29:11 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural 

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish 
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.  

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource 
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were 
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in 
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.  

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes 
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in 
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park 
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.  

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and 
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under 
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.  

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay 
back.  
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Name: Joos, Sandra  
Outside Organization: Center for Biological Diversity Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I'm sending a second set of comments because I feel so strongly about protecting Drakes Estero and the Point Reyes National 

Seashore. I support the wilderness designation for Drakes Estero within the Point Reyes National Seashore and I strongly urge 
the National Park Service and Department of the Interior to uphold the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act and select alternative 
A, which protects this important marine wilderness and is the environmentally preferred alternative. Drakes Estero is a unique 
and ecologically significant wildlife area. It is an important stop on the flyway for migrating birds, a refuge and birthplace for 
harbor seals and a critical native fish nursery. Congress and the public have long intended that Drakes Estero be given the 
highest federal level of protection as a wilderness area when the commercial oyster lease expires in 2012. This can only be 
accomplished by selecting Alternative "A" and ending commercial use of this sensitive wildlife refuge. Alternative A is the 
most consistent with National Park Service laws and policies. The Park Service's environmental review shows that alternative 
"A" best protects wildlife and the National Park experience.  

Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, and wilderness areas with our parks should not prioritize 
commercial exploitation. The American public deserves to have this unique marine wilderness protected in a natural state for 
future generations to enjoy.  

Drakes Estero is the only marine wilderness on the West Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.  

As someone who enjoys our spectacular national parks, I urge you to not undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb 
to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.  
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Name: Allen, Melissa  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 00:00:00 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I write to express my support for the NO Action Alternative. Please preserve Drakes Estero as Wilderness in 2012, rather than 

continue to allow commercial activity in this important wildlife area. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would 
provide for the area to become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. The Action Alternatives have 
significant long-term adverse impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native 
mollusks, endangered species, eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. In addition, the Action 
Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 



1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness 
around the county. The oyster operation involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; 
promotes the spread of invasive species impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and 
litters remote Point Reyes beaches with thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

Thank you for considering my comments.  
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Name: Rudin, David B 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:36:48 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: Please choose the no action alternative. We need more wilderness to offset the double whammy of global climate change and 

unprecedented numbers of species heading towards extinction.  

Thank you, David Rudin  
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Name: Mjos, Brita R 
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:37:18 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I object to denying the Drakes Bay Oyster Company a new permit. So long as cattle ranches and roads exist on Point Reyes, the 

area cannot justifiably be considered a wilderness. The Drakes Bay Oyster Company has operated for many years, and is 
currently under responsible management. Furthermore, the filter-feeding oysters are cleaning the waters that receive runoff from 
cattle farms. Any negative environmental impacts stemming from the oyster farm must be considered in this circumstance next 
to the prevalence of cattle ranches in the area and the environmental contamination originating from cattle operations. I certainly 
respect the efforts of the National Park Service to adhere to the Wilderness Act and to uphold environmental standards, but in 
this case please remember the other polluters and the reality of Point Reyes as a non-wilderness. If a permit is denied the Drakes 
Bay Oyster Company, it makes sense to also remove cattle ranches. Then Point Reyes beaches and esteros can begin recovering 
toward a more wild condition.  
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Name: N/A, N/A  
Outside Organization: Unaffiliated Individual 
Received: Nov,23,2011 17:43:34 
Correspondence Type: Web Form 
Correspondence: I support the NO ACTION Alternative. It is the Environmentally Preferred Alternative and would provide for the area to 

become Wilderness in 2012 as Congress intended since the 1970s. ? The Action Alternatives have significant long-term adverse 
impacts to the Drakes Estero environment, including to wetlands, birds, fish, harbor seals, native mollusks, endangered species, 
eelgrass beds and to wilderness and the national park experience. ? The Action Alternatives are a direct attack on the Wilderness 
Act of 1964, run counter to the 1962 Point Reyes enabling legislation and the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, and set a 
dangerous precedent for future commercialization of National Parks and Wilderness around the county. ? The oyster operation 
involves 3,700 motorboat trips per year through harbor seal and eelgrass habitat; promotes the spread of invasive species 
impacts to native oysters, eelgrass beds, bird, fish and endangered species habitat; and litters remote Point Reyes beaches with 
thousands of pieces of plastic trash.  

thank you and happy holidays! environmentally yours, valerie  

 


